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BIRDS, BIRDS, 
EVERYWHERE! 
YOUTH AND FAMILY ACTIVITIES 
April 17, 2020 

Open your eyes and ears to the birds in your area! Birds are active at all times of year and there is always 

something to see or hear when you pause to observe. Learn some bird identification basics with an easy-to-use 

app, put your new skills into practice on a bird walk, and make a sound map.  

WHO’S THAT BIRD? 

Curious about the birds you are seeing? Use the Merlin Bird ID app from the Cornell Lab of Ornitholgy to learn 

more about the bird species near where you live.  

What you need: Device with app capabilities, bird photos (included below) 

Time: 20 minutes 

1. Download the free Merlin Bird ID app from https://merlin.allaboutbirds.org/ or your app store. 

2. Open the app and install the Bird Pack for your geographic region. Depending on memory available on your 

device, you may choose to install a pack for your entire continent, or just your region. The app will suggest 

packs based on your phone’s location. 

3. Begin by selecting “Start Bird ID” from the home screen of the app. Merlin will walk you through a bird 

identification using a series of five questions about your bird sighting, asking you about the: 

 Location of the bird 

 Date of your sighting 

 Bird size (using a comparison to some more common bird species) 

 Up to three main colors of the bird 

 Bird location (such as on the ground, at a feeder, on water) 

4. You may also wish to watch a short video, such as this introduction to using the Merlin Bird ID app.  

5. With these questions in mind, practice using the app to identify a few birds. It can be helpful to try this before 

going out, so you are comfortable and familiar with how to use the app. You may practice using: 

 Photos of birds you have taken previously 

 Photos of birds in books or magazines 

 Bird photos included on page 2 (answer key and photo credits on page 4). If using these photos, note 

that these are all birds you can see in Western Washington, at any time of year. 

6. Using your chosen bird images, practice going through the identification steps with the app to identify your 

bird. It may take a few attempts, and you can always go back and change your responses (such as trying one 

fewer color or changing the size of your bird).  

7. You may wish to explore other functions of the Merlin Bird ID app: 

 Try a Photo Id: Select “Photo ID” on the home screen to have the app attempt to identify a bird in a 

photo on your device or that you take. It can be helpful to take the photo first, in case the bird flies 

away. 

https://merlin.allaboutbirds.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1C-Q-z_np0
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 Learn more about birds: Select “Explore Birds” on the home screen and use the filters to select an 

area and date of interest, such as your where you are today. The app will generate a list of likely birds 

and you can learn more about different sepcies, including how to identify them and listen to recorded 

samples of their songs and calls. 

Bird 1 

 

 

Bird 2 

 

Bird 3 

 

Bird 4 

 

 

BIRDWATCHING 

Birds are everywhere! Whether you are on a walk, or watching from a window, use the skills that you learned from 

the Merlin Bird ID app to identify birds in your neighborhood.  

What you need: Device with app capabilities, Merlin Bird ID app; Optional- Binoculars, Nature Journal/Paper, 

Pencil 

Time: This activity can take as much or as little time as you would like. 

1. Find a comfortable spot to sit looking out your window or go for a walk outside. Keep your eyes peeled for 

local birds!  

2. When you spot a bird, take note of their color, size and location. This is where binoculars might be useful.  
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3. Use the Merlin Bird ID app, from the “Who’s that bird?” activity, to identify the species that you observed.  

4. Make a list in your nature journal, or on a piece of paper, of the birds that you identified. Include the date, time 

and weather in your notes.   

5. Take some time to learn about each species that you observed. 

Consider this! 

Species may be more active in your area during different seasons and even different times of day. Choose 

various times throughout the day to make observations. Some suggested times are 8:00 - 8:15 am, 12:00 -12:15 

pm, and 6:00 - 6:15 pm. Repeat these observation points and see if you notice any patterns in species observed!    

SOUND MAPPING 

Birds vocalize for a variety of purposes, including territory defense, contact calls, and attracting/impressing 

potential mates. Take the time to listen closely and see if you can observe native bird vocalizations and other 

sounds of nature. 

What you need: Paper and pencil; Optional – Nature Journal in lieu of paper   

Time: 15 – 20 minutes 

1. Find a place to sit comfortably where you can hear outdoor sounds. This could be on a deck, at an open 

window, or in a park. 

2. Place an “X” on your paper, or in your nature journal, to represent your location. 

3. Close your eyes and spend 30 seconds listening to all of the sounds around you.  

4. As you listen, try and identify each sound. Perhaps a car drove past crunching rocks and gravel on the road 

beneath its wheels, your neighbors are talking loudly to one another, or maybe someone else is mowing their 

lawn. 

5. As you listen, try and begin to filter out the human-made noises. What natural noises do you hear? Perhaps 

the wind is blowing through the trees, or a bee is buzzing past. What about birds? Can you hear any? 

6. Take some time to map the natural sounds that you hear. You can do this by writing a word to describe the 

sound, drawing a symbol, or even a picture to represent the sound. As you work you may consider the 

following things:  

 What or who made the sound? 

 How might you represent the distance and direction of the sound from your location? 

 How could you show the volume and tone? 

 Is the sound moving or stationary? Can you draw the path of the sound or indicate its movement, or 

lack thereof, in another way?  

 Pay special attention to bird vocalizations.  

 How many different bird sounds did you hear? 

 How are they different? How are they the same? 

 Can you use your Merlin Bird ID app to identify any of them? 

7. Remember that your sound map should tell a story. Design your sound map in a way that makes sense to 

you! 

8. As you complete your sound map, take a moment to appreciate all the natural noises that so often go 

unnoticed.           
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WHO’S THAT BIRD? KEY         

 

American Robin 

 

 

Golden-crowned kinglet 

 

White-crowned sparrow 

White-crowned sparrow by Doug Greenberg is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0. 

Great Blue Heron 

Heron by Alexandra MacKenzie is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0. 
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/dagberg/49531932161/in/photolist-2isY6Ln-2hRM6c3-HcAAQM-6es32K-2guzG6e-2hveAtu-2ipAo5G-2du68NG-22prnfW-eiB7Xx-SRAUmw-2iN3ucQ-2e5AiU9-UaHh6b-NQRMJD-2i33ofN-669MZU-2eoy4FK-2hXi3cX-2iviSJQ-R8MbiQ-2apJgXq-Yi1WhH-2d7xt9X-S1woNk-24JUw8p-2i1Rsgm-2ikooAf-2aQfLMZ-Lq8roQ-21HWtsj-2ij8jxS-aHiJ8Z-2ij4J9t-2bKbpfQ-QS7Jwx-TkFJcJ-2ia57yB-2d11mZu-2gQ1sYt-6hGeAT-2efpczh-75nWCn-2c4aq7k-4mgTFb-PyPZAb-9NeYDe-2bYJauZ-9NhJnh-28BqFjo/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dagberg/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/legalcode
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mizmak/632158208/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mizmak/632158208/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/legalcode

